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GOSH! GOOFY WAS SUPPOSED TO PICK ME UP HALF AN HOUR AGO!

WHAT HAPPENED, GOOFY? DID YOU HAVE CAR TROUBLE?

I WAS DRIVING REAL SLOW TO SAVE GAS!

HOW COME YOU'RE ALL BUNDLED UP? GOT A COLD OR SOMETHING?

I TURNED DOWN THE THERMOSTAT LAST NIGHT TO SAVE FUEL AND HELP OUT IN THE ENERGY CRUNCH!
YES AND NO! WE HAVE ENOUGH ENERGY RIGHT NOW, BUT IT IS RUNNING OUT. SO IT'S IMPORTANT NOT TO WASTE IT!

"IT'S EVERYONE'S FAULT... MINE, YOURS... ANYONE WHO USES ENERGY! AND AS MORE PEOPLE ARE BORN, THEY ALL WANT TO USE ENERGY, TOO!"

WELL... YOU COULD SAY IT'S NO ONE'S FAULT AND...

GAWRSH, WITH THE WAY IT'S BEEN USED UP, ARE WE GONNA RUN OUT OF ENERGY?

"FUTURE MEANS THERE'S ONLY SO MUCH—LIKE MONEY IN THE BANK. SUPPOSE YOU WANTED TO MAKE A WITHDRAWAL FROM THE ENERGY BANK."

FROM THE ENERGY BANK.

"FY-NITE? WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?"

"WHAT'S IN STOCK?"

WELL, GOOFY, WE'RE LUCKY WE HAVE A LOT OF ENERGY IN THIS COUNTRY, BUT WE'VE BEEN USING IT UP VERY FAST. LET'S GO TAKE A LOOK AND SEE WHAT KIND OF A SUPPLY WE HAVE ON HAND!"
Lately we've been using more oil than we've been finding!

We've already built dams on most of the best rivers, so there aren't many more of them that we can use!

And uranium is in short supply, too!

But we have lots and lots of coal!

It's the same story with natural gas!

One good thing, though! The experts say there's still a lot of energy to be found!

Maybe this ol' energy crunch will just go away like a bad dream!

It just looks like we'll have to try to find some more oil, and some more gas and uranium, too!

Not a chance! We just can't wish it away. We have to find ways to solve it!
LATER... BUT LET'S FORGET ABOUT ENERGY CRUNCHES WHILE WE'RE ON OUR FISHING TRIP!

OKAY! ANYWAY, I HAVE MY CAR RUNNING REAL GOOD!

I CHECKED THUH BRAKES, TIRES, OIL, WATER, HORN... EVERYTHING!

SPUT! SPUTTER! COFF!

UH-OH! I-I JUST REMEMBERED I FORGOT TO REMEMBER TO CHECK SOMETHING ELSE!

GASOLINE!

YUP! HOW'D YOU GUESS?

COFF! WHEEZE! SPUTTER! PROOF!

WHAT DOES THE FUEL GAUGE READ?

EMPTY! OF COURSE, IT ALWAYS DOES!

I DID REMEMBER TO BRING AN EMPTY GAS CAN, THOUGH!

NO PROBLEM, GOOFY! I THINK THERE'S A GAS STATION A FEW MILES DOWN THE ROAD!

BUT...

OTTO'S SERVICE

MOVED TO NEW LOCATION 5 MI. →
GAWRSH, MAYBE THE WORLD'S ENERGY BANK HAS RUN OUT ALREADY! WHAT'D YOU THINK?
I DON'T KNOW WHAT HAPPENED TO OTTO, BUT THERE'S STILL PLENTY OF GAS!

EVEN SO, JUST REMEMBER THAT EACH GALLON WE USE COMES OUT OF THE BANK! PEOPLE JUST DON'T SEEM TO REALIZE THAT!

WHY, JUST LOOK AT ALL THOSE PEOPLE GOING TO THE LAKE FOR THE FISHING SEASON!

YEAH! HOW'D THAT MOB FIND OUR FISHING HOLE?

Y'KNOW, MICKEY, I THINK WE'D BETTER START GROWING OUR OWN ENERGY!
YOU CAN'T! AT LEAST NOT VERY MUCH OF IT!

YOU SEE, MOST ENERGY WE USE NOW COMES FROM PETROLEUM AND COAL! THESE RESOURCES WERE FORMED MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO IN THE AGE OF THE DINOSAURS!

DINOSAURS? I SEE WHAT YOU MEAN! DINOSAURS ARE SORTA SCARCE NOWADAYS! LET'S SEE... WHEN DID I LAST SEE ONE?

...CAUSE THEY HAVEN'T BEEN AROUND FOR A LONG TIME! SO YOU SEE, THE ENERGY SHORTAGE ISN'T GOING TO GET ANY BETTER! IT MAY EVEN GET WORSE, UNTIL...

YOU NEVER DID, GOOFY...
I SURE COULD USE UNTIL WE FIND AND USE NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY... LIKE FROM THE SUN!

I'M HOT AND TIRED!

UNTIL WHAT?

LET'S REST A WHILE UNDER THAT TREE!

(YAWN!!) I'M SO-O-O SLEEPY!

(YAWN!!) ME TOO!

SO THEY RAN OUT OF GAS, AND NOW THEY'RE COMPLETELY OUT OF ENERGY, TOO!

ZAWP! BZZZ!

ZOOOP! SNORT!

YOU KNOW, RUNNING OUT OF FUEL AND ENERGY ARE PROBLEMS THAT HAVE BEEN AROUND FOR A LONG TIME!

ZZZZZZ!

OH, LET ME INTRODUCE MYSELF! I'M ENNY, THE SPIRIT OF ENERGY! LET ME SHOW YOU WHAT I MEAN!

“LET'S GO BACK THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF YEARS TO THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION!”
All living things depended on it for life.

Early man got his muscle energy from the sun by eating the food the sun helped grow.

And later...

I’ve got a great idea! We’ll use animal muscle power to do our work!

Huh?

So!

Trouble was, animals run out of energy and have to be fed, too!

There must be an easier way!

Chomp! Gulp! Z!

What?
I'll think of something!

Yeowww!!

That's using your head, Goofy! You figured out a better way to move our firewood!

So! Now all we have to do is let the running water do the work!

However, when there wasn't any running water, it was back to plain old muscle power!

There was! Many, many years later an Egyptian boatman happened to stand up in the boat during a high wind...

There must be an easier way!

...and discovered wind power!

It's called a windmill! It pumps water!

Goofy, you did it, again!

What won't they think of next?
AND WATER WASN'T ALWAYS RUNNING!

THERE MUST BE A BETTER WAY!

OF COURSE, WE KNOW THAT WHEN WATER IS HEATED, IT EXPANDS ... AND SOMETHING HAS TO GIVE!

WELL, A BETTER WAY WAS FOUND IN A POT OF BOILING WATER...

I'LL PUT A BRICK ON MY LIP TO STOP IT FROM RATTLING!

GOOFY, YOU DID IT AGAIN! YOU SHOWED US A NEW WAY TO HELP US WITH OUR WORK!

I - I DID?

THE STEAM ENGINE WAS INVENTED!
AND SOON COAL-POWERED STEAM ENGINES WERE SPEEDING PASSENGERS AND GOODS ACROSS LAND...

AND WATER...

AND WERE RUNNING MACHINES IN FactORIES.

THE STEAM ENGINE WAS A TIRELESS SERVANT, BUT HAD TO BE FED LARGE AMOUNTS OF FUEL AND WATER... WHICH SOMETIMES RAN OUT.

I-I FORGOT TO CHECK THUH COAL!

THERE MUST BE ANOTHER SOURCE OF ENERGY WE CAN USE!

THERE WAS... IN FACT IT WAS ALL AROUND.

UH-OH! A THUNDER-STORM!

DON'T GET UNDER THE TREE!

RUMBLE!
AND STEAM POWER FROM COAL-FIRED BOILERS. THIS PRODUCED MORE ENERGY FROM EVERY TON OF COAL USED AND IT ALSO MEANT ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS COULD BE LOCATED ANYWHERE — NOT JUST NEAR WATER.

SURE ENOUGH, MAN LEARNED TO MAKE HIS OWN ELECTRICITY, AND THE POWERFUL NEW ENERGY SOURCE WAS BROUGHT UNDER CONTROL AND PUT TO WORK!

OF COURSE, GOOFY-POWER WAS SOON REPLACED BY OTHER FORMS OF ENERGY TO RUN THE GENERATORS, SUCH AS WATER POWER...

AND STEAM POWER FROM COAL-FIRED BOILERS. THIS PRODUCED MORE ENERGY FROM EVERY TON OF COAL USED AND IT ALSO MEANT ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS COULD BE LOCATED ANYWHERE — NOT JUST NEAR WATER.

THIS ALSO MEANT THAT MORE PEOPLE COULD START USING MORE ENERGY.
OLD WAYS OF DOING THINGS WERE REPLACED BY ELECTRICITY, SUCH AS IN LIGHTING HOMES...

TRANSPORTATION...

HOUSEHOLD CHORES...

ENTERTAINMENT...

IN FACT, AS FAST AS MAN FOUND NEW ENERGY, OTHERS FIGURED OUT A WAY TO USE IT!

COULD I PLEASE BORROW A LITTLE ELECTRICITY FOR MY NEW ELECTRIC ICE-BOX?

MEANWHILE, AN ENORMOUS SOURCE OF NEW ENERGY HAD BEEN UNDERFOOT FOR MILLIONS OF YEARS WAITING TO BE DEVELOPED...

IT WAS A MYSTERIOUS BLACK LIQUID THAT SEEPED OUT OF THE GROUND, CALLED PETROLEUM OR ROCK OIL.

YUK! WHAT'S THIS STUFF?
Petroleum was first used for medicinal purposes. Pretty soon they thought up other uses... but the way they got oil out of the ground took lots of manpower and energy.

Obviously there had to be a better way to get more oil—faster!

Sure enough there was!

Whew! I'm tired!

You did it again, Goofy! You just drilled the first oil well!

I—I did?

By drilling deep into the earth, lots of new oil could be tapped—and put to work.
AND THEN THEY MADE NEW FUELS OUT OF IT—KEROSENE AND GASOLINE—TO DO WORK LIKE...

"RUNNING THE GASOLINE-POWERED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE.

HONK! HONK!

THE 20TH CENTURY BECAME THE PETROLEUM CENTURY.

SINCE NATURAL GAS AND OIL ARE OFTEN FOUND TOGETHER, THE WELLS THAT PUMPED OIL ALSO PRODUCED ANOTHER IMPORTANT ENERGY SOURCE—NATURAL GAS.

THIS CLEAN-BURNING FUEL MADE LIFE EASIER IN MILLIONS OF KITCHENS, REPLACING COAL AND WOOD.

NATURAL GAS BECAME MORE AND MORE IMPORTANT IN OUR LIVES.

OIL AND NATURAL GAS WERE NOW USED TO PRODUCE ELECTRICITY, LIFE WAS BECOMING EASIER FOR EVERYONE.
DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES PUT THE OLD COAL-BURNING "IRON HORSE" OUT TO PASTURE.

BIG CITIES GREW BIGGER USING ELECTRICITY FROM THE OIL-POWERED GENERATING PLANTS.

GASOLINE-POWERED GADGETS MADE LIFE EASIER...

ROCKET FUEL MADE FROM OIL HELPED OUR COUNTRY EXPLORE SPACE.

OIL PRODUCED POWER TO HEAT HOMES AND OPERATE TELEVISION SETS.
WHICH MEANT MORE POWER PLANTS WERE BUILT TO PRODUCE MORE ELECTRICITY.

THIS MEANT MORE OIL AND GAS AND COAL WERE NEEDED TO RUN THE POWER PLANTS...

NOT TO MENTION THE LOCOMOTIVE THAT DRANK MORE DIESEL FUEL!

MORE AND MORE AUTOMOBILES NEEDED MORE AND MORE GAS AND OIL.

The only way to meet this demand was to drill more oil wells, and, of course, it took energy to run the drilling rig.

Thus—it takes energy to find the new energy, and where does that energy come from? From the energy we already had!

It is a never-ending cycle... producing fuel to produce power to produce fuel!
In fact, we're using so much oil so fast that it's getting harder and harder to find new sources to keep ahead of future demands!

The days of easily-found oil are over.

So the search for oil and natural gas has to be pushed to more remote and difficult places, like far above the Arctic Circle...

And under the ocean floor.

New sources of oil must be found, for example. It's estimated that there are 100 billion barrels of oil locked up in oil shale.

Y' mean there's oil in this chunk of rock?

Sure! All you have to do is find the right way to get it out!

The problem at present is to extract the oil economically... but it's being worked on and will be solved.

I don't think your rock-squeezer is the right answer, Goofy! All you've got is a bucket of gravel!
THAT'S A LOT OF COAL! I'M GLAD WE BROUGHT A BIG SHOVEL!

BILLIONS OF TONS OF COAL!

LUCKILY, THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER SOURCES OF FUEL AROUND. HUGE COAL RESERVES WHICH HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED IN THE OIL AGE CAN BE PUT BACK TO WORK.

AND COAL COULD EVEN BE AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF SYNTHETIC PETROLEUM AND GASOLINE FOR YEARS.

THEN THERE IS NUCLEAR FISSION — A TREMENDOUS SOURCE OF ENERGY AND POWER.

IN THE 1950'S — THE POWER OF THE ATOM WAS TAMED AND PUT TO WORK.

IN 1976 URANIUM-POWERED ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS SUPPLIED ONLY 2% OF OUR ENERGY NEEDS. THIS GREAT SOURCE OF POWER CAN BE DEVELOPED TO FILL A LOT MORE OF OUR ENERGY NEEDS IN THE YEARS AHEAD.
AND FALLING WATER TURNING GENERATORS IN GIANT HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANTS CAN STILL MAKE ELECTRICITY—JUST LIKE IT DID BEFORE THE OIL AGE.

IN FACT, THE ELECTRIC POWER PROJECT AT NIAGARA FALLS IS THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD.

WITH ALL OF THESE SOURCES OF ENERGY IN THIS COUNTRY, YOU'D THINK THERE'D BE ENOUGH FOR A LONG TIME TO COME.

BUT TO DEVELOP THESE RESOURCES IS A LONG AND COMPLICATED PROCESS, AND SINCE DEMAND IS NOW GREATER THAN SUPPLY...

OIL MUST BE BROUGHT IN FROM OVERSEAS.
But if for some reason that oil supply is cut off...

Everyone will have to use a lot less...

And to think of what we can do!

So it's important to develop our energy resources...

But it takes time and money!

Conservation alone won't solve the problem. It will just make finite resources last a little longer.

Come on, let's walk instead!

There must be some other ways...

Conserve energy!

Walk! Don't drive.
ONE WAY—RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY!

YES! THAT MEANS FUELS WE'LL NEVER RUN OUT OF, NO MATTER HOW MUCH WE USE!

IT'S IMPORTANT THAT THESE NEW SOURCES BE CLEAN AND NOT POLLUTE THE ENVIRONMENT!

RIGHT NOW, PROGRESS IS BEING MADE TO GET ENERGY FROM THE BIGGEST AND CLEANEST POWERHOUSE OF THEM ALL—THE SUN!

MUCH OF THE WORLD’S OIL IS FOUND IN ONLY A FEW COUNTRIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST, BUT SUNLIGHT SHINES OVER THE ENTIRE WORLD EVERY DAY!

OUR PROBLEM IS HOW TO HARNESS THIS SUNLIGHT AND HOW TO USE IT ECONOMICALLY.

THROUGHOUT HISTORY MAN HAS WONDERED HOW TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM.

IN 214 B.C. THE GREEK MATHEMATICIAN, ARCHIMEDES, SET FIRE TO ENEMY SHIPS BY FOCUSING THE SUN’S RAYS WITH POLISHED SHIELDS.
Today, the same principle is used in a powerful solar furnace high in the Pyrenees Mountains in southern France.

Another practical use of solar energy today is water-filled rooftop solar collectors to heat a growing number of homes.

Solar cells use an element, silicon, which creates electricity when hit by light. The Skylab space station ran for nine days on solar cells.

Meanwhile, the sun's energy is being put to use in many ways in lots of places.

You may be using solar energy yourself in your camera. Some use a tiny solar cell instead of batteries to activate the light meter.

On the drawing boards of imaginative scientists are plans for huge solar power stations which will turn sunlight into electricity for transmission to Earth.

How do you want your eggs, hard or soft boiled?
One of the Earth's most powerful forces is ocean tides, and in some parts of the world this can be developed as an energy source.

At the Bay of Fundy, in Nova Scotia, the tides rise and fall over 40 feet— the highest in the world.

Some of this enormous flow of water can be dammed up to create energy.

I'm afraid there's not much of a tide flow in a duck pond, Goofy!

Scientists are also hard at work on an idea borrowed from the sun— nuclear fusion.

Fusion differs from nuclear fission in that it uses an element plentiful in sea water— deuterium.

Fusion may be the answer to our energy needs, but it may take years of development before we'll know.
THE SEARCH FOR MORE ENERGY MOVES FROM OUTER SPACE TO INNER EARTH.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN THE FORM OF STEAM AND HOT WATER FROM THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH IS BEING PUT TO WORK.

IN SOME PARTS OF THE WORLD THERE IS A LARGE SUPPLY OF UNDERGROUND STEAM AND HOT WATER. IT'S BROUGHT TO THE SURFACE BY WELLS AND USED TO HEAT HOMES AND OPERATE ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.

SPEAKING OF UNDERGROUND POWER... THINK OF THE POTENTIAL OF VOLCANOES! NO ONE HAS USED THIS AWESOME POWER YET...
...but someday someone may figure out a way!

A fantastic new invention called a laser has enabled us to use energy in exciting new ways...

Jobs as delicate as eye operations and as common as welding.

Along with research in the newer areas of energy is a strong interest in one of our oldest power sources — wind.

Thousands of dependable old windmills still pump water in many parts of the country.

But you probably wouldn't recognize the new windmills being designed to catch the slightest breeze from any direction.
SO, WHATEVER THE ENERGY PROBLEM, WE KNOW THAT GOOD OLD YANKEE INGENUITY WILL COME UP WITH THE ANSWER!

A SECOND WAY IS TO MATCH OUR NEW ENERGY RESOURCES TO THE MOST EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL USES, BUT WE MUST ALSO REALIZE THAT IT WILL TAKE TIME AND MONEY TO DEVELOP THESE NEW RESOURCES.

THE THIRD THING WE MUST DO IS CONSERVE THE ENERGY SOURCES WE HAVE SO WE DON'T RUN OUT!

CAN YOU THINK OF WAYS TO SAVE ENERGY?

SURE! THAT'S WHY I TIED THIS STRING AROUND MY FINGER!

IN CASE I FORGET TO TURN OUT TH' LIGHT I DON'T NEED WHEN I'M LEAVING TH' HOUSE, ALL I DO IS PULL TH' STRING!

WE CAN SAVE HEATING FUEL BY TURNING DOWN THE THERMOSTAT!
"And in some cases we can save fuel by using good old muscle power!"

And we can drive smaller cars, and use public transportation!

I'm doing better than that!

"To go to work, I formed my own car pool!"

Wheee!

"I use roller skates to go to the store!"

"To save on cookin' gas, I cook everything on one burner!"

"An' I set the timer so I shower for just 3 minutes!"

Those are just a few of the ways to save energy! We've got to use our ingenuity and imagination to think of lots more!
SO, THE SEARCH GOES ON — IN HOMES, SCHOOLS, INDUSTRIES — FOR MORE WAYS TO CONSERVE THE ENERGY RESOURCES WE'RE USING RIGHT NOW, AND TO FIND AND DEVELOP NEW SOURCES OF POWER!

SOMEDAY, SOMEONE — MAYBE YOU — WILL COME UP WITH AN ENERGY IDEA NO ONE'S EVEN DREAMED OF YET!

RENEWABLE RESOURCES... OIL... ENERGY CRUNCH... WON'T GO AWAY...

FINITE RESOURCES... SAVE ENERGY... DEVELOP NEW SOURCES...

G-GAWRSH! I MUST HAVE FALLEN ASLEEP!

Yeah... Me too!

I HAD TH' STRANGEST DREAM! ALL ABOUT ENERGY!

So did I!

IN FACT, I JUST GOT AN IDEA HOW WE CAN DRIVE OUR CAR WITHOUT GAS!

WHAT WILL YOU USE FOR POWER?

MULE POWER!
SO...

CARROTS MAKE GOOD MULE FUEL!

YEP!

THEY'RE A RENEWABLE RESOURCE, AREN'T THEY?

GULP!

CHOMP!

HOW ABOUT CONSERVING THE MULE'S ENERGY? HE GETS TIRED, TOO!

OH, I'VE GOT THAT FIGURED OUT!

HE CAN REST UP IN THUH BACK SEAT WHILE WE'RE GOIN' DOWNHILL!

THE END
## The Development of Energy

### 6000-4000 B.C. - Prehistoric
- **Muscle Energy**

### 4000 B.C. - Ancient Egypt
- **Water / Wind Power**

### 100 B.C. - Ancient Greece
- **Early Solar Power**

### 1200-1500 A.D. - Crusades
- **Improved Muscle Power**
- **Wind / Water Power**

### 1700-1850 A.D. - Age of Enlightenment
- **Steam Power**

### 1850-1950 A.D. - Age of Technology
- **Electrical Power**
- **Petroleum Power**

### 1950 - ? - Energy Doorways to the Future
- **Nuclear Power**

### 1950 - ? - The Future
- **Energy Doorways to the Future**
  - **Solar Power**
  - **Tidal Power**
  - **Geothermal Power**

### What Will Your Generation Do to Add to the Energy Time-Line?

---

*Note: The diagram illustrates the evolution of energy sources from ancient times to the future, highlighting key advancements and technologies.*
PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES

Over the years, many men have spent a great deal of time, energy and expense trying to design perpetual motion machines — machines that once put into motion will remain in motion, and by virtue of their continual movement, will generate continuous work power. However, these perpetual motion machines are doomed to failure because of the law of gravity. A body set going in an orbit at the right speed high above the earth where there is no gravity and no air to cause friction, will keep going indefinitely as a satellite. An example of this is the moon which has been journeying round the earth since the dawn of time. But where there is gravity, even the most perfectly balanced and lubricated machine will slow down and finally come to a halt. And if that machine is put to work, such as pumping water or moving a car, it will slow down very quickly unless it has a constant supply of energy.

Following are some drawings of perpetual motion machines and the reasons why they have not worked.

PIVOTING BALLS

There have been many variations of this type of perpetual motion machine. As the wheel revolves, the weights are thrown out to the right, where they have greater leverage and therefore keep the wheel spinning. Each successive weight adds its thrust. This apparatus soon grinds to a halt because there are more weights on the left side, balancing the increased leverage of the weights on the right. This makes the wheel soon reach a state of equilibrium.

A CYCLE POWERED BY MAGNETISM

This is one of the simpler but more intriguing devices. A large round lodestone, or magnet, is supposed to pull an iron ball up the incline. Arriving at the hole, the ball should drop through, run down the trough, and out a trap door, ready to be drawn up again. The problem is that a magnet strong enough to pull the ball up the plane is too strong to let it drop through a hole again.
THE PUMPING WATER WHEEL
A water wheel is operated by water dropping through a hole in the top reservoir. The wheel drives a pump to lift water from the bottom reservoir. The water is lifted up to the top reservoir, finds its way through the opening and turns the water wheel. Unfortunately, friction won’t permit the apparatus to lift as much water as falls, so all the water eventually will end up in the bottom reservoir.

THE CAGE AND BALLS
Here is a leverage problem. The cage is divided into pockets, each of which contains a heavy ball (cross section of cage is shown). Because the balls at the left are farther from the hub than those at the right, the wheel should turn in a counterclockwise direction. As it turns, more balls roll toward the rim to keep it spinning. Despite the illusion of greater leverage at the left, the total force exerted downward on each side is exactly the same and the wheel will reach a state of equilibrium.

THE CHAIN THAT RUNS FOREVER
This is an endless chain mounted on pulleys. Free-rolling idler wheels on one side make that side of the chain longer than the other side. Since the chain is off-balance, the added weight on the right should pull the chain around and around. It does not work because part of the weight of the right side of the chain is supported by the idler wheels at the points where the chain curves round them. This offsets the extra weight of the right side of the chain.
HOW NUCLEAR REACTORS PRODUCE ENERGY

Nuclear physicists produce slow nuclear chain reactions through a special device of nuclear engineering — the famous nuclear reactor. It is an enclosed space filled with atomic fuel, usually uranium, whose atoms are splitting in a carefully controlled chain reaction. A number of different types of nuclear reactors have been built, differing in design and operation, but all having one thing in common — a device to control the speed of the energy giving chain reaction. The principle of this control device is actually quite simple.

Several chemical elements, among them boron and cadmium, are very efficient as control elements. Their nuclei soak up neutrons as easily as a sponge soak up raindrops. If rods of cadmium metal, for example, are placed so that they can be extended into or withdrawn from the reactor, they will provide effective control. If these control rods are pushed all the way into the reactor, so many neutrons are absorbed that the chain reaction comes to a complete stop. As the rods are pulled out, and more neutrons stay in the game, the rate of splitting increases, and the reactor gets hotter and hotter. The rods work like the accelerator of a car — or the bridle on a horse.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION CHART
(America's First 200 Years)

This simple chart shows how rapidly our energy consumption in the United States has increased over the last hundred years. Although energy-demand growth has been slowed recently by higher prices and conservation, total energy consumption is still expected to increase about fifty percent by 1990. The increase will be even greater unless each of us practices energy conservation.
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